This one day training is designed for buildings that are currently implementing Tier I practices with 70% implementation on the Tier I Tiered Fidelity Inventory. Positive Behavioral Interventions & Supports (PBIS) is a broad range of systemic and individualized strategies for achieving important social and learning outcomes in school communities while preventing problem behavior. Secondary interventions within a PBIS Framework are targeted interventions designed for students who need additional supports beyond (yet in combination with) universal-level interventions. This training will assist building level teams with establishing a Tier II system of intervention. This includes reviewing recommended team membership, team operating procedures, screening and data decision rules for appropriately identifying which students would benefit from Tier II Intervention and understanding function based thinking for behavioral supports. This training pairs well with the Tier II Intervention training that is also a one-day session.

**Contact Hours:** 5.0 per session

---

**Location:**
ESC—Essex Place  
6393 Oak Tree Blvd.  
Independence, OH 44131

---

**Time:** 9:00 a.m. — 3:30 p.m.

---

**Registration:**
Fall—[https://tinyurl.com/PBISTierIISystemsF](https://tinyurl.com/PBISTierIISystemsF)  
Spring—[https://tinyurl.com/PBISTierIISystemsS](https://tinyurl.com/PBISTierIISystemsS)

---

**Audience:** This one day training is designed for members of a PBIS Leadership Team that are currently implementing Tier I practices with 70% implementation on the Tier I Tiered Fidelity Inventory.

**For assistance please contact:**  
Shonte’ Smith  
216-264-1645  
shonte.smith@escneo.org

---

This event was supported in whole or in part by the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs, (Award #Q27A090111A, CFDA 34.027A, awarded to the Ohio Department of Education). The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the policy or position of the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs, and no official endorsement by the Department should be inferred.